This versatile and compact unit delivers over 20 pounds of quiet force in a small 8 inch size. A ferrous, adhesive backed mounting pad is available, which allows the Magnevibe to adhere to non-ferrous bins and hoppers as well. One Magnevibe can service several small hoppers, simply move the portable Magnevibe to any location where a flow aid is required.

The unique magnetic mount Magnevibe from NAVCO is the perfect portable light duty vibrator. The Magnevibe is ideal for small bins and hoppers with occasional flow problems.

**Applications:**
- Chemical
- Pharmaceutical
- Food
- Ceramics
- Plastics
- Feed & Grain
- Textiles
- Processing
- Pet Food
- And more...

**Features:**
- Comes complete with 5 feet of air hose, manual valve, safety cable, and latch
- Completely portable, compact unit delivers over 20 pounds of quiet force (operating pressure not to exceed 60 PSI)
- Measures less than 8 inches long
- Weighs less than 4 pounds
- Designed for use on small bins, totes, and hoppers
- Welding or bolting to hopper is not required
- Ferrous adhesive mount pad available for non-ferrous hoppers

**A Portable Flow Solution**

**Great for IBCs**

**Works on non-ferrous hoppers too!***

*An adhesive back ferrous mount pad allows the Magnevibe to work easily on non-ferrous, plastic, or stainless steel hoppers.